1. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE TRAFFIC CONTROL PLANS FOR WORK ZONE TRAFFIC CONTROL TO CITY TRAFFIC SERVICES DEPARTMENT (910-433-1660) FOR CITY STREETS AND TO MR. TROY BAKER (910-364-0601) FOR NCDOT STREETS. CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT PLACE ANY TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES WITHOUT HAVING APPROVAL FROM APPLICABLE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT EITHER NCDOT OR THE CITY OF FAYETTEVILLE.

2. CONTRACTOR SHALL INSURE ACCESS TO ALL PROPERTIES BY PROPERTY OWNERS AT ALL TIMES.

3. CONTRACTOR SHALL NOTIFY CITY ENGINEERING OFFICE ONE WEEK IN ADVANCE OF ANY ROAD CLOSINGS AND COORDINATE ALL ROAD CLOSINGS/UTILITY INTERRUPTIONS WITH PROPERTY OWNERS AFFECTED 48 HOURS PRIOR TO CLOSING/INTERRUPTING SERVICES.

4. MINIMUM ONE-WAY TRAFFIC SHALL BE MAINTAINED AT ALL TIMES UNLESS ROAD CLOSURE IS APPROVED BY CITY OF FAYETTEVILLE TRAFFIC SERVICES DEPARTMENT IN WRITING, 5 DAYS IN ADVANCE OF ROAD CLOSURE. AN APPROVED DETOUR PLAN PREPARED BY THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE REQUIRED AND THE MEASURES INSTALLED PRIOR TO CLOSURE.

5. CONTRACTOR SHALL COORDINATE/NOTIFY TRAFFIC SERVICES DAILY (BEFORE 4:00PM) AS TO WHICH STREETS WILL BE UNDER CONSTRUCTION IMPEDING TRAFFIC FLOW THE FOLLOWING DAY.

6. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT IMPEDE TRAFFIC AT ANY TIME UNTIL THE APPROVED TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES ARE IN PLACE.

7. ALL TRAFFIC CONTROL MEASURES, DEVICES, INSTALLATION, METHODS, SEQUENCING AND PLANS SHALL BE IN STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH MANUAL OF UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES AND SUPPLEMENTS SUCH AS NCDOT AND/OR CITY OF FAYETTEVILLE TRAFFIC SERVICES.